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1 INTRODUCTION 

In 1087, during investigation the polarization effects on 
the experimental setup PROZA, an indication on a pos- 
sible discovery of an unknown phenomenon, the scaling 
asymtwtry [l], was obtained. The interval of the inves- 
tigated energies was not large: from 13 GeV at BNL [Z] 
to 40 GeV at IHEP. It was very desirable to extend this 
region to the maximum of the IHEP accelerator energy - 
70 GeV by extracting the accelerated proton beam onto 
the target of the experimental setup. 

‘L’he extraction methods used before [3] could not ensure 
IIIC required beam parameters. It was decided to investi- 
gate a possibility of the A-70 primary beam extraction by 
;I Iwnt crystal. For the first time an attempt to realize 
SLIC~I extraction was made in Dubna (1984) with the 4.2, 
6.0 and 7.5 GeV beam [4]. 

‘I‘he first, results of the 70 GeV proton extraction from 
tile IIIEP accelerator made in 1989 with the crystal of Si, 
istalled into the vacuum chamber of magnetic block 25 
and bent by 80 mrad, were reported in [5]. Since 1990 the 
pllysical use of the new method of extraction was started 
and a few runs of polarization experiments on the PROZA 
sct.llp were done. 

The results of investigation both the regime of proton 
estraclion to the PROZA setup and work of it simulta- 
ncously with extraction of the secondary particles from 
illbcrllal t,argets (IT) to other beam lines are reported in 
LllC article. 

2 PECULIARITIES OF USING THE 
CRYSTAL 

One of the peculiarities of using a crystal for the beam 
extraction to experimental setup is the position of it, 
- 55 - 60 mm from the central orbit (in the region of the 
hc~aul envelope), that is more distant than the IT working 
coortlinates (&40 mm). To steer an A-70 primary beam 

onto the crystal a local distortion (bump) of the closed 
orhit, was required. The bump is formed with an addi- 
tiolld field AH generation into the magnetic gaps of four 
blocks 20, 22, 26, 28 [5,6]. Such an orbit bump gives a re 
q~irvtl beam deflection on the cryst.al asimuth and makes 
no aperture limitations through the accelerator. 

Another peculiarity of the new method of ejection was 
the requirement to arrange a possibility of simultaneous 
work with the PROZA setup experimental setups of other 
htwm lines (e.g. 4 and 18) with the secondary beams: on 
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A-70, as a rule, 4-5 experimental setups use simultaneously 
beams from IT. 

It should be noted, that for a beam steering onto the 
crystal one can also use a bump which is formed with 
blocks 20, 21, 26, 27. Such a bump in some regimes (e.g. 
at the simultaneous work with nonresonant slow extrac- 
tion [7,8]) is more preferable. 

We give here some parameters of the IHEP accelerated 
beam which allow one to estimate possible eficiency of es- 
traction under direct steering of the beam onto the crystal 
0.5 mm thick. For the intensity < 1013 ppc’ the bearrl 
emittance equals 1 mm.mrad audits angular divergenrc 

is about 10.2 mrad. For higher intensity of the beam its 
emittance reaches 2 mm.mrad and angular divergence of 
about *to.3 mrad. Tile critical cllanneling angle of tile 
crystal is $, - f25 pmd. 

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The most important dependencies characterizing the cffl- 
ciency of proton extraction by the bent crystal of block 
25 of A-70 are shown in fig.1. Curves 1 and 2 show the 
number of particles extracted into the beam line versus 
the intensity of the beam interacting with the crystal for 
two csses mentioned above: when the bumps for steering 
the beam onto the crystal are formed with blocks 22, 28 
or blocks 21, 27 respectively in addition to blocks 20. 26. 

Curves 3 and 4 of fig.1 show respectively the extraction 
efficiency for the cases 1 and 2. It is seen that in the best. 
case the extraction efficiency reaches N 1.5. 10M4 that is 
in agreement with results reported in [9]. 

Possible explanation for different extraction efficiencies 
(see fig. 1): 

- decrease of the efficiency (both curves 3 and 4) can 
be explained with increase the beam divergence when the 
crystal goes deeper ito the beam, 

- increase of the extraction efficiency (curve 4) is due 
to variations of the input angles of particles captured into 
channeling mode under steering a beam onto the crystal. 
Since the bump used in this case is not equivalent to the 
case of curve 3, the extracted intensity increases. But it 
takes place only when the crystal goes from the halo into 
the densed part of a beam and only till an angular beam 
divergence becomes much more than the critical channel- 
ing angle +,. 

‘ppc - protons per cycle. 
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i,‘ignw I Nunlber of particles into the beam line and ex- 
I ~,ICI itlg <:fficiency versus intensity of a beam interacting 
\vlt II t hc cr+tal for two regimes: 1;3 - C.O. bump is formed 
1~11 II l)lochs 22.28; 2.4 with blocks 21.27 in addition to 
I>lotlis ‘?O.Z(i. 

I.‘ig 2 giv,,s a11 illlpression about duration and quality of 
I I:(/ IIC‘;IILI~ IVIIFII :~cceleratecl proto~r~ and secondaries are 
,‘xt r,tct.id ~~~i~rllti~r~eously from the accelerator to dilfercnt 
IICIIH liws for tllt: diKerent cxpwiments. The traces a) and 
(1 oft lit% o5cillogratlrs a time structure of t,hc 70.GcV pro- 
1~~11 ii~>;~ln rst,rscted to the PROZA (beam line 14) by the 
IMII cry.t;d itncl to FODS-2 (t xam line 2‘2) in the nonres- 
OII;IL~~ dew cstloction Inode [i,8]. The traces b) and c) a 
I 1111,~ SI ~‘uctuw of t,he 40 GeV secondary particle beams ex- 
I ~;I(.Ic\~ to tile set ups GAMS, MIS J IKR (beam liw 4) and 
(:I l’lYl{ON (beam line 18) from IT inat,alled respectively 
tllru IJI;I~IWI ic blocks 27 and 3.5 of 11-70. Fig.2 conf~rrns nrl 
III\ i~5t igalc~l earlier possibilit,y of protoll extraction to the 
1’1{0%~\ l’,rcility I)y the bent crystal of block 25 siul~lltanr- 
,III\I~ rlt II cstraction of particles for diKerent experiments 
1,~ 0ll1u 111i~r.l10tls of extractiou in the same accelerator 
“! cl,‘. :i lligh quality of the extracted beam time struc- 
I 11rc’ ih rc~;tcl~ctl due to use of the thin IT [lo] preliminary 
,r;lli.i,riiig Ir:m~ bcfoorc steering it on the crystal. 

!\ ~>~‘~jturl Iwan~ was formed with 111~ exist.ing focusing 
CIC~III~,III s of I)WIII liuv I4 forming negative hadron beams 
jljjiiitll> IILc. a--111esoI1s) with the moIrIclII.IIIrI 5 40 GeV/c 

Figure 2: The oscillograms of simultaneous extraction 
from the accelerator different particles for different exper- 
iments. a) and d) - extraction of 7%GeV protons by t.1~: 
bent crystal and nonresonant slow extraction, tcspec( iv<‘- 
ly; b) and c) extraction of 40-GcV secotldary bean~s TKIIII 
the IT. Time scztlt~ - 200 nIs/div. 

I’ossibihty to con1p~rc. in t.lw target, region of the esl~+ 
Imental setup PROZA, spatial autl auguiar dist,ributiotw 01 
t,he 70.GcV proton beam estractcd by the bent crystal ;III<I 
r--mesons of the 40 GcV energy from tile IT of block 2.1 
is presented on figs.3 and 4. Fig.3 gives a spatial rlislri- 
bution. fig.4 an angular one irl horizoni,;~l and vcrl.ic,~l 
ply;es (a and b. respectivrlv1. 
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~~ 
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Figure 3: The spatial distribrlt,ions of the TO-GeV pl’otoll> 
and IO-GeV r--mesons al. 3.1 m bcforc the tugct. ut t 11~~ 
expcrimcnt;II setup. 
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gion of the accelerator vacuum chamber as well as possibil- 
ity of using the existing beam lines suggest an expedience 
of their wide use for beam extraction both on the IHEP 
accelerator and on other machines of higher energies. 
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Figure 4: The angular distribution of the proton and n-- 
meson beams on target of the experimental setup. 

It is seen that the transverse distribution of the pro- 
ton beam is about 2 times narrower than that of the pion 
beam, the proton beam has as well less angular divergence. 
Fig.5 shows the phase ellipses of the 70.GeV proton beam 
and the 40-GeV ?r--mesons in two planes (a and b, respec- 
tively) at about 3.1 m before a target of the experimental 
setup. A percentage of the beam contained into ellipses 
and the appropriate area in mm nrad are shown there 
also. One can see that in this case there is a substantial 
improvement of the proton beam parameters comparing 
to the n--meson beam parameters. So, the phase space 
area of the proton beam is 2 times smaller in XX/-plane 
and about 4 times - in YY’-plane. Such parameters of the 
formed beam satisfy well the requirements of the polariza- 
tion research on the experimental setup PROZA. 

4 CONCLUSION 

Experience during a long time (a few runs in 1990-1992 
more than a month each) of the new method of the max- 
imum energy protons extraction by a bent crystal for the 
physical experiments gained for the first time at the IHEP 
allows us t,o make conclusion about its reliability, high sta- 
bility of the beam parameters, compatibility of it with oth- 
er methods and modes of particle extraction. Simplicity of 
Losing bent crystals, possibility of mounting them in any re- 

Figure 5: Phase ellipses of the proton and a--meson beams 
at 3.1 m before a target of the experimental setup: a) - in 
horizontal plane, b) - in vertical plane. 
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